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Evertz Remote Production Solutions showcased at NAB2017 

Evertz’ Remote Production Media Gateways to be launched at NAB 2017 

 

BURLINGTON, ONTARIO, CANADA – April 19, 2017 – Evertz, the global leader in media and 
entertainment technology solutions, announces that at the 2017 NAB show in Las Vegas, it will be 
showing its latest remote production solutions. 

Evertz is the industry leader in remote and At Home production solutions. With the demands for live 
content increasing, broadcasters face the challenge of producing more events more cost effectively.   
By leveraging remote production, the range of events accessible to broadcasters expands, thus 
increasing the number of potential revenue generating opportunities. 

For remote production applications, Evertz will introduce two new media gateway platforms for IP 
transport at NAB 2017. The evRemote and 3606 will enable the introduction of remote production 
capability to venues, rental spaces, and mobile/OB trucks.  

The evRemote provides 120Gbps switching capability along with up to twelve (12) JPEG2000 
encoders and decoders plus support for a comprehensive range of signal types required for remote 
productions including MADI, GPIO, Serial Data, and Ethernet.  In addition to its various signal 
aggregation duties, evRemote features dual 10GbE redundant links with integrated link testing for 
enhanced reliability, an optional integrated multiviewer for simple on-site monitoring, and an 
integrated test signal generator.   

The 3606 enables simultaneous dark fiber and 1/10/25/40/100GbE IP transport and is signal agnostic 
for the full range of video, audio, and data signals seen in the broadcast/remote production 
environment. In addition to the platform’s transport duties the 3606 provides flexible routing between 
inputs and outputs with an 80x80 built in 12G-SDI router and effectively replaces multiple pieces of 
mobile equipment all in 1RU. 

Evertz will be exhibiting its remote production solutions at the 2017 NAB show, North Hall, N1503, 
LVCC, from April 24-27, 2017. 
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About Evertz 
Evertz Technologies Limited designs, manufactures and markets video and audio infrastructure solutions for the television, telecommunications and new-media 
industries. Evertz provides complete end-to-end solutions to content creators, broadcasters, specialty channels and television service providers to support their 
increasingly complex multi-channel digital and high definition television (“HDTV”) and next generation high bandwidth low latency IP network environments and by 
telecommunications and new-media companies. Evertz’ products allow its customers to generate additional revenue while reducing costs through the more efficient 
signal routing, distribution, monitoring and management of content as well as the automation of previously manual processes. For additional information, visit 
www.evertz.com 
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